Dear Governor Jon Huntsman, Jr. and Members of the Utah State Legislature
Thank you all for exhibiting "true leadership qualities" for your constituents in your
recent monumental step by passing bill SB3004, for investor protection. Mr. Governor Jon
Huntsman,Jr. and the Utah State Legislature I am quite sure the Utah state constituents which
placed each and everyone of you in the current positions you hold, were only hopeful of the
forthright convictions you possessed. Mr. Governor you and your legislature are to be
commended for your genuine fearless actions in serving your voters with the passing of this bill
against illegal short selling. The counterfeiting in the various securities stock markets has gone
unchecked for far too long and would have surely continued indefinitely had it not been for
your valiant actions regarding this seemingly unstoppable and unscrupulous theft of investors
hard earned dollars.
As a Canadian I have always felt very fortunate to share the world's longest un-armed border with
our U.S.A. brothers. For the past 2.5 years I have been involved in a stock listed on the O.T.C.
boards via TDWaterhouse in Canada. Our CMKX stock fell victim to the rampant NSS
manipulation which like many other companies before us greatly affected the Company's ability to
continue. Until recently I was certain with all that I have witnessed and read regarding regulatory
enforcement neglect that my investment was lost. Losing ones own money is depressing however
losing other people's money is much more oppressive. I was responsible for involving many
others, both friends and relatives which upon my well researched advice chose to purchase this
very promising diamond stock called CMKX. The resolve of the state of Utah's bill SB3004 has
breathed new hope to us common folk as well as sophisticated investors everywhere with fresh
promise of a future level playing field in Utah. Thanks to your lead I'm confident many other states
will see the light and follow the path you have carved for them. There are leaders and followers
Utah is a proven leader.
Thanks to your insight and perseverance Mr. Governor you and the Utah legislature have
impacted not only your constituents but the American people as well as Canadians and world
investors whom participate in the U.S.A exchanges.

Warmest Regards

Mr. Reginald Keating (cmkx investor)
your Canadian fan Mr. Governor

